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The organizers of the Salon International de la
Haute Hor/ogerie did not initially want it that
way, but the great attraction

of their event

transformed Geneva into a veritable capital of
Haute Hor/ogerie for an entire week in midJanuary. Nearly fifty brands decided to organize their own exhibitions during the dates of
the SIHH, with most taking place in a handful
of luxury hotels along the lakeshore in Geneva.
Good idea, since it seems that a large number
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such a great number of high flying
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Let's hope that the Franck Muller group will be
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been the case for all the brands under its
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a system of adjusting the seconds. Bya simple
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Interestingly, David Zanetta is also thumbed
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Deco styling, which glorify Urwerk's timekeep-

his nose at the large brands by creating his

To add an exotic touch to the exhibition, the

ers even more by adding an original poetic vibe.

own automobile, an incredible prototype that

watch, as black as the spider itself, was pre-
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how
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name of a famous car brand on their dials. As

Nearby, we also were able to see the prototype

for me, I did just the opposite. I created my own

of another creation by Urwerk, the CC1. In its

car from my own parts," says Zanetta-a
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for a watch with a linear display. Although
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Baumgartner, the watchmaker, and Martin Frei,
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the designer, and their team of eight people
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"Because", as he muses, "it is high time to redeAnother form of poetry, this time softer and

fine luxury, to return to certain values, and to

lighter, is that displayed by Vincent Berard.

again find the veritable culture that creates true

Slowly, at his own pace, Berard has developed a

luxury. There must be real content, not just a container."

rather particular type of watchmaking by taking

Nine outstanding
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1 .. DE VUE
Laura Infante
2. ASHURA
Justine Parnigoni
3. HIDDEN FACE

time for reflection in order to "work in-depth"

OF TIME
Tiffany Baehler

not only on the functioning of his very beautiful

4. LA ROUE
DU TEMPS

movements with their tiered bridges, but also on
their decoration, while building the reputation of

The week, which began in the luxurious corridors

his brand in a step-by-step manner.

of the large groups worried about orders and
surprised

IvanaI' Miller
S. DESTROY TIME
Mickaiif Melcher

balance sheets, ended in the company of poets.

6. DAY & NIGHT

Herbert

And among them is Antoine Preziuso, a person

Gautschi, now in charge of twenty or so watch-

who never stopped dreaming of his watches. A

makers and artisans, who all work in a beautiful

poet and also a couturier in his own way, he cre-

Supported by the Timex group-which
everyone-Berard

is, along

with

renovated farm near La Chaux-de-Fonds. "Our

ates for his own movements (ETA 2892 calibres

business plan is based on the next fifteen years,"

that he reworks from top to bottom, which he

explains Gautschi. "The first pieces were deliv-

prefers over all others because of their reliability

ered in October 2008, and I personally took

under all circumstances, their robustness, and

them to our clients in Asia, Japan, India, the USA,

their precision) outfits that he varies according to

and Switzerland. Up to now, the watches num-

his moods, alternately sparkling or sombre, made

ber only a few dozen, but we intend to make

of meteorite or titanium.

around a hundred per year."

His latest creation, Metropolis, is a square watch,
to detail is

carved in titanium and then polished, which was

amazing, not only for the watches but also for

greatly inspired by the Asian cities that he visits.

their environment. Vincent Berard designs every-

Entirely made in the brand's Geneva ateliers, the

thing, from the watches to their packaging, pre-

Metropolis features very geometric hands, a dial

sentation boxes, displays, tables, and furniture.

flanked by "metallic buildings", detachable and

A hundred yes, but the attention

He takes a truly artistic approach that is far from

removable horns, and an off-centred movement,

the well-trodden

thus giving it a remarkable presence.

paths-an

approach that is

SuMo
7. ELARA
Valerie Eb,ner
8. END LESS
Edir Ode (osta
9. DAT-TIME
Maxime (enteno

both modest ("Don't forget that timekeeping is
500 years old," he likes to say) and yet terribly
ambitious.
Let's hope that time-and
will do justice

our chaotic time-

to his wonderful

watches.
Antoine Preziuso is also a generous poet, and
thinks of others. As one example, he helped students at Geneva's Centre de Formation en Arts

Appliques, by offering them nine cases, requesting that the students transform them as they see
fit. The result is nine outstanding

ideas that

demonstrate to all those moaners that there are
still a thousand things to do in timekeeping, and
that its history is far from over.
See all Brands at wvvw.europastar.com

